The north magnetic dip pole velocity has more than doubled in the last 30 years. This observation, together with the decrease in the Earth's magnetic dipole intensity over the last century has raised the concern of a possible approaching polarity reversal. We show that this rapid variation is in fact to be expected, and will not affect the dipolar field as a whole, but only the north magnetic pole. We demonstrate how this rapid displacement of the north magnetic pole is made possible by the horizontal field morphology. This rapid variation of north magnetic pole position does not imply any important modification of the core processes associated with field generation. The north magnetic pole position being very sensitive to small as well as rapid variations of the field, we show that it can very effectively be used as a passive tracer (or indicator) of field variations. Indeed, its velocity over the last century very accurately indicates the geomagnetic impulses (or jerks) that were so far observed only in observatory data.
Introduction
The generic term "magnetic poles of the Earth" is sometimes used with different meaning corresponding to the type of analysis used to define them (see Fraser-Smith, 1987) . In the following, we are interested in the magnetic dip poles, to which we will simply refer to as "magnetic poles". The magnetic pole positions are defined as the site where the field direction is vertical. The "modeled" magnetic dip poles are determined from a geomagnetic model obtained using ground or satellite data such as IGRF/DGRF (e.g. Mandea and Macmillan, 2000) or OIFM (Olsen et al., 2000) . The "true" magnetic pole positions are obtained by a ground survey of a relevant polar region.
Because the dipolar field dominates, the Earth's field exhibits two magnetic poles only (located nearby the geographic poles). The decay time for the main dipole part of the geomagnetic field, whose constancy and simple geometry permits the use of magnetic compass, is estimated to be roughly 15,000 years. Paleomagnetic studies (e.g. Carlut et al., 2000) demonstrated that when averaged over such a long period of time the geomagnetic field is consistent with a pure axial dipole (i.e. the magnetic poles coincide with the geographic ones). On shorter time scale, the precise positions of these poles change with time around these equilibrium positions.
Surprisingly, the North Magnetic Pole (NMP) velocity has more than doubled in the last 30 years, reaching the huge velocity of around 40 km/year in 2001. Such velocity is the highest observed so far over the 20th century. This fact has been given much attention in recent research (Newitt et al., 2002) , and together with the weakening of the Earth's magnetic field intensity over the last century has raised the Copy right c The Society of Geomagnetism and Earth, Planetary and Space Sciences (SGEPSS); The Seismological Society of Japan; The Volcanological Society of Japan; The Geodetic Society of Japan; The Japanese Society for Planetary Sciences.
concern of a possible approaching polarity reversal (Hulot et al., 2002) . Nevertheless such an imminent reversal remains highly hypothetical; the Earth's dipole reverses direction only occasionally, generally a few times each million years.
The Magnetic Poles

Pole locations from direct measurements
Seemingly random movements on the scale of km occur almost daily: the pole wanders in a roughly elliptical path around its average position, and may frequently be some 100 km away from this position, depending on the magnetic disturbances in the ionosphere and magnetosphere. In addition, the magnetic poles seem to also have had a generally northnorth-western drift over the last century. Close to the pole, an area is reached where the compass starts to behave erratically, and eventually, as the horizontal force decreases even more, the compass becomes unusable.
The first measurements to locate the magnetic poles are due to 19th century expeditions (Tables 1 and 2 (Newitt et al., 2002) . During this expedition, at each site, the direction of the magnetic field was measured using a declinometer-inclinometer magnetometer consisting of a single-axis fluxgate sensor, mounted on a non-magnetic theodolite. The theodolite was also used for Sun's observations, needed to determine the direction of the true north. A proton magnetometer gave the total intensity of the field.
Measurements of the South Magnetic Pole (SMP) position Barton (2002) . Let us stress that the quality of magnetic measurements is not the same over centuries. In the following we concentrate on magnetic field modeling and magnetic pole positions over the 20th century, only.
Pole locations from main-field modeling
The last years have also seen a new interest in using historical measurements of the geomagnetic field, to extent the period over which data are available and to better describe the field. Recently, Jackson et al. (2000) used data from 1590 onwards, derived primarily from observations made on commercial and naval ships, for mapping the global magnetic field back to the end of the 16th century. The model relies on marine data early in the period, then an increasing number of land measurements and finally some permanent observatory data. Using the Jackson et al. model, the positions of both magnetic poles are computed for each year between 1900 and 1990 (Fig. 1) . The last two positions, for 2000 and 2001 are computed from Langlais et al. model (2003) , based on Ørsted satellite data. These positions are to be compared with pole locations obtained from direct observations, as reported previously. Taking into account that the model was established without any magnetic data around the poles, the agreement is remarkable and provides a good a posteriori validation of the model. Because less measurements were available in the southern hemisphere, the model yields less accurate estimates of the SMP position.
The good agreement between models and observations of magnetic pole positions prompts us to construct a continuous variation of the pole velocities over the 20th century, based on the geomagnetic field model of Jackson et al. (2000) . 
The North-South Asymmetry
Better understanding of this behavior can be achieved by direct representation of the horizontal component of the field (B H ) from the main-field model (B H = √ X 2 + Y 2 , where X and Y are the northward and eastward components). Such representation has been used in the past for the NMP (Hope, 1957) . Figure 3 shows that B H exhibits a very flat gradient in the direction of the pole motion, for the NMP. However, B H has a sharper and more isotropic gradient for the SMP. As a result, small variations in the field can yield important displacement of the NMP, making the NMP position an illdefined quantity. Indeed, whereas the NMP position was varying rather significantly over the last century, the maps of Fig. 3 barely show any sign of variation. The SMP position, however, is rather well constrained and is barely affected by small amplitude variations of the field.
This description implies that the NMP is bound to stay in the area characterised by weak B H intensity, pending the slow variation of the main field morphology. Relying on the present field morphology, the NMP is thus rather free to move, subject to small variations of the field, while the SMP position is only affected by significant variations of the main field. This remark makes the NMP position a candidate for tracing rapid and small changes in the main field, such as sudden changes in the secular variation.
Geomagnetic Jerks and Impulses in the NMP Velocity
The identification of an abrupt change in the trend of the geomagnetic secular variation, referred to as a "geomagnetic jerk" (Courtillot et al., 1978; Malin et al., 1983) , and the demonstration that they really are of internal origin, required some effort in the last few years (to characterise the date at which they occur, their time duration, and their worldwide character). Examination of geomagnetic data from worldwide observatories has indeed revealed that a series of "geomagnetic jerks" or "secular variation impulses" occurred during the 20th century. Three of these events (1969, 1978, 1991) are unquestionably of global extent (Alexandrescu et al., 1996; Le Huy et al., 1998; Nagao et al., 2002) . Three events (1901, 1913, 1925) are possibly of similar extent (but worldwide data are not available for the beginning of the century), while two of these (1932 and 1949) are not reported everywhere at the Earth's surface (Alexandrescu et al., 1996) .
In order to illustrate these events, we present the secular variation at the Niemegk (NGK) observatory, which has a central position in Europe. Figure 4 represents the secular variation for the East component of the field at NGK, together with the NMP velocity as derived from the model proposed by Jackson et al., (2000) . The dates of four jerks, well defined by NGK data and the Jackson et al. model are indicated (1913 Jackson et al. model are indicated ( , 1925 Jackson et al. model are indicated ( , 1969 Jackson et al. model are indicated ( , 1978 . Clearly the NMP velocity is affected by each of these jerks: a local extremum in the NMP coincides with a jerk. Of course, the NMP also evolves under some other influences, describing its secular motion, and this also induces some extrema which are not necessarily correlated with jerks.
Let us note that the high-quality results on describing the geomagnetic jerks have been possible only recently, with the availability of accurate magnetic observatory data. Without doubt, one of the most crucial needs for understanding these events is to ensure that data are gathered from well dis- (1913, 1925, 1969, 1978) , well defined by NGK data and the Jackson et al. tributed permanent magnetic observatories and/or satellites (if a geomagnetic jerk would occur during a space mission). In this light, Fig. 4 shows strong evidence that the NMP velocity is related to geomagnetic jerks, confirming the influence of jerks on another type of measurement. In addition, these correlations at the NMP with other observatories may provide details of the spatial extent of the event and may provide clues into the dynamics of its origin.
Conclusions
In the present study, we took advantage of both new measurements of magnetic dip pole positions (Barton, 2002; Newitt et al., 2002) , and a recent geomagnetic field model proposed by Jackson et al. (2000) . Combining these information, we clearly showed the different behavior of both poles over the last century and explained how this stems from the field geometry near the poles over this period. The close agreement between the measurements and the field model allowed us to confidently derive the time evolution of both pole velocities. This demonstrated that the NMP position is very sensitive to small changes in the field. Its velocity is thus significantly affected by consecutive geomagnetic jerks over the last century.
